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Moon Sanctuary
Region: St Lucia Sleeps: 2 - 3

Overview
Offering the ultimate inside-out living experience, Moon Sanctuary is an 
amazing luxury space that seamlessly glides via the open 4th wall and private 
infinity pool into stunning tropical surroundings. With spectacular views of St 
Lucia’s Pitons and the beautiful Caribbean Sea, this gorgeous one-bedroom 
sanctuary was made for romance or those who want to be at one with nature 
in breath-taking surroundings.

This prestigious resort is private and exclusive, and Moon Sanctuary offers a 
truly remarkable retreat where the luxurious interior blends straight into its 
beautiful surroundings, creating an unforgettable immersive experience. 
Things only get better with the amazing 24-hour butler service that is provided.

Set away from the main resort Moon Sanctuary is one of 29 exclusive 
sanctuaries designed with privacy in mind.

The main resort can be reached by shuttle or a 10-minute stroll. Sanctuary 
guests can enjoy the all the facilities and complimentary activities available, 
including the live entertainment provided on some evenings and the lovely 
beachfront close to clear, calm waters. The onsite concierge is available to 
arrange a variety of excursions, and St Lucia is a paradise well worth exploring.

Moon Sanctuary is designed by architect Nick Troubetzkoy and immediately 
feels special and private as you cross over the bridge-style walkway.

The Sanctuary is a sweeping open plan space with a 15ft height ceiling and an 
incredible open 4th wall with your very own infinity pool reaching inside and 
out to experience unbelievable views of the Pitons and the beautiful Caribbean 
Sea whilst relaxing in complete privacy and total luxury.

Moon Sanctuary utilises local natural, sustainable products and intentionally 
does not have television or radio as this is an immersive experience with 
nature; however, Wi-Fi is provided, as well as an electronic in-room safe.

Enjoying 1800 square feet of space, the amazing living and sleeping space is 
spread around the incredible infinity pool. The plush king-sized four-poster bed 
is decked in crisp linens and colourful throws, and relaxation is the order of the 
day with oversized recliners and plush sofas to sink into alongside an intimate 
dining area for cosy dinners or lazy breakfasts. There are many convenient 
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extras to ensure you don’t have to move too far, including a fridge, tea/coffee-
making facilities and a hair dryer.

The bath area is reached up a few steps on an open-style platform with a huge 
walk-in shower, double sinks, and WC, as well as high-end bath products and 
soft bathrobes; there is also the chance for bubbly fun in the huge raised 
couple’s whirlpool.

Moon Sanctuary guests can experience the ultimate luxury of having a 24-
hour butler service. Guests receive a "firefly” communication device upon 
arrival which allows them to contact the service team at any time, day or night, 
and whether it be ironing, in-house romantic dinners or a top-up on the bubbly 
your Butler known at the resort as a ‘Major Domos’ will be available to cater for 
your every need.

Facilities
Resort Villa  •  Wow Factor  •  Instagrammable  •  Modern  •  Wellness  •  
Private Pool  •  Heated Pool  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Walk to Beach  •  Safety 
Deposit Box  •  Hairdryer  •  Seaview  •  Watersports  •  Outstanding 
Landscapes  •  Romantic
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Interior & Grounds
Sanctuary Interior
- 1600-1950 square feet
- Private infinity pool approx. 650 square feet
- King-size bed
- Living space with sofas and recliners
- Dining space
- Desk
- Bathroom facilities
- Couples Hot tub
- Panoramic views of the Pitons and Caribbean Sea

Outside Grounds
- Sea View
- Mountain View
- Pitons View

Additional Facilities
- Free Wi-Fi
- Ceiling Fan
- Coffee Machine
- Fridge
- Minibar
- Electric kettle
- Bath products
- Bath Robes
- Mosquito net
- Ironing facilities
- Safety deposit box
- Free Parking
- Beach Front
- Spa / Fitness Centre
- Access to complimentary activities and entertainment 
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Location & Local Information
St Lucia is a wonderful tropical destination with lots to see and plenty of 
surprises to enjoy. The lush rain forests, coral reefs, and picturesque beaches 
of St Lucia are well-known for their natural beauty, and it is a beautiful place to 
spend time relaxing and rejuvenating. 

Moon Sanctuary is in a wonderful position set in an exclusive area within the 
jungly 600-acre Anse Chastanet estate in southwestern St Lucia. Its elevated 
position means it has access to some of the best views on the Island, and its 
remarkable design ensures privacy and tranquillity are the order of the day.

With a small gym and spa close by, you also have access to the exclusive 
Jade Mountain Club, which offers remarkable dining in a fabulous setting and 
is only accessible to guests staying in one of the exclusive sanctuaries. The 
open rooftop terrace has terrific views of the sea and Pitons and is the perfect 
setting for sundowners and romantic dinners.

Only a short drive away is the languid town of Soufriere which was the original 
capital of St Lucia and is one of the Island’s memorable spots. 

Overlooked by the Pitons, two giant conical volcanic spires that rise abruptly 
from the sea, the town is surrounded by beautiful sandy beaches, including the 
renowned Sugar Beach. Colourful cottages and colonial-style buildings give 
this laid-back town plenty of character, and there are several old plantation 
estates around the town to explore.

The Rabot Estate plantation is where all of Hotel Chocolat’s products start, 
and you can take part in the amazing Bean to Bar chocolate experience, which 
shows how chocolate is produced and walks you through creating your own 
chocolate bar!

Worth a visit is The Soufriere Estate which is now home to the Diamond Falls 
Botanical Gardens, where you can enjoy meandering among tropical flowers 
and trees, or take a dip in mineral baths that date back to 1784.

Just south of the town is the world's only drive-in volcano – the Soufriere 
sulphur springs. The landscape is ‘otherwordly’ with hot springs and belching 
mud pots, and if you can cope with the sulphur smell, you can bathe in thermal 
pools and enjoy mud face and body masks.

The St Lucian people are warm and friendly and love to party, so something is 
always happening. Highlights include Carnival in July and Jazz Festival in 
May. 

You can enjoy a slice of retro Caribbean nightlife every Friday evening over at 
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the Gros Islet Friday night street party, which is over on the north of the Island. 
Locals and tourists gravitate towards traffic-free streets set up with craft stalls 
and barbeque stalls. Soca and reggae blare from huge speakers as you enjoy 
a rum punch or beer and decide which fish fry-up to sample. The party 
atmosphere continues long after sunset, with crowds dancing in the streets. 

St Lucia offers beauty, laughter, sunshine and surprises and makes for an 
unforgettable escape. 

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Hewanorra International Airport
(36.6 km)

Nearest Ferry Port Castries, St Lucia
(41.5 km)

Nearest Town/City Soufrière, Saint Lucia
(2.5 km)

Nearest Restaurant Jade Mountain Club
(Walking Distance)

Nearest Bar/Pub Club Whispers
(2.4 km)

Nearest Beach Anse Chastanet Beach
(Walking Distance)

Nearest Supermarket Massy Soufriere
(3.4 km)

Sightseeing Diamond Falls Botanical Gardens & 
Mineral Baths
(3.9 km)
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What you should know…
There is no communal swimming pool within the resort.

The resort is adult only -Please contact our sales team for family friendly properties.

The steepness of the resort, and steps inside the suite, means this property is not suitable for guests with disabilities.

Moon Sanctuary are open-walled so there are water pistols provided should a nosy bird venture too close!

What we love
Moon Sanctuary is unbelievable! You will feel you are on a movie set the 
setting is so gorgeous and the design of the property so unique.

You don’t get more indulgent than having your own private infinity pool to 
enjoy. Pop open the bubbles lay back and relax!

St Lucia is tropical heaven – stunning scenery, volcanos, rainforests, white 
powder beaches, rum punches, street parties and chocolate, what a 
combination!

"We loved that we didn't need to worry about paying for drinks and meals 
when we arrived as we had booked all-inclusive"

What you should know…
There is no communal swimming pool within the resort.

The resort is adult only -Please contact our sales team for family friendly properties.

The steepness of the resort, and steps inside the suite, means this property is not suitable for guests with disabilities.

Moon Sanctuary are open-walled so there are water pistols provided should a nosy bird venture too close!
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Terms & Conditions
- Arrival time: 3:00pm

- Departure time: 12:00 noon

- Energy costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price

- Linen & towels included?: Yes, included in the rental price

- End of stay cleaning included?: Yes. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival.

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi is included in the rental price

- Changeover day: Flexible

- Minimum stay: No minimum stay during non-peak periods, between 3, 5 or 6 nights throughout peak dates

- Pets welcome?: Not Allowed

- Smoking Allowed?: Smoking & Vaping are not permitted in Sanctuaries, however allowed in designated areas

- Insurance: Guests are required to be in possession of a valid insurance policy, which covers them for cancellations, loss of personal belongings, personal liability and any accidental damage caused during their stay


